
TIATR ACADEMY OF GOA

20. Tiatr Script Writing Competition

TAG has formulated this scheme in order to encourage new generation of Tiatr playwrights to
script better quality of Tiatrs and enrich the Konkani language.

The norms of this scheme are:
1. TAG will organise Tiatr script writing competition every year.
2. Tiatr should be written in traditional tiatr format with minimum 6 to7 podd’de and at

least 4 Cantos.
3. Comedy should be inter-related to the main plot. However, comedy may be absent in

religious tiatr.
4. The script should be written in Konkani in Roman script.
5. The first three best scripts will be given Cash Prizes as fixed by TAG and certificates.
6. The applicant should submit three typed copies of the manuscript along with the duly

filled application form to TAG’s office within the given time.
7. The script of the Tiatr should not have been published or performed earlier.
8. There is no age limit for participants.
9. The themes will be as specified by TAG.
10. A panel of judges will judge the scripts and their decision will be final.
11. If the prize winning script writers give NOC to print his/her script in book form, TAG

will print the scripts at its own cost. The script writer will be paid one time
honorarium as fixed by TAG in addition to the prize money. He/she will also be given
200 copies of the book published.

12. There should not be any adverse remark made in any form against any
Governments/Individuals/Institutions or anything against caste, creed and religion in
the scripts/ lyrics of songs, etc. which may hurt the sentiments of anybody. If proved
so, TAG reserves the right to disqualify the scripts.

13. TAG reserves the right to make any changes in the rules.
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TIATR ACADEMY OF GOA

20.Tiatr Script Writing Competition
APPLICATION FORM

1. Name of the Applicant:________________________________________________________

2. Address : ___________________________________________________________________

3. Contact no:______________________ Email:______________________________________

4. PAN Card No. (Enclose copy) : ______________________________________________

5. Aadhaar Card No. (Enclose copy) : _______________________________________________

6. Title of the Tiatr : _____________________________________________________________

7. Details of the Tiatr

(i) Tiatr has _________ podd’ddes

(ii) There are _________ Cantos

(iii) Comedy is related/not related to the play

● I have read and understood the rules of the scheme and I abide by them.
● I have enclosed three (3) typed copies of the script of tiatr.
● I also state that the script is original and it has not been performed or published earlier.
● I hereby state that the information given above is true to the best of my knowledge.

_______________________
Signature of the Applicant

Date: ______________


